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half of 2007. It then dropped to about 10 percent over the next 2 years 
and has remained at very low levels ever since. This evidence suggests 
that perceptions about labor market conditions respond rapidly to actual 
conditions.

Table 3 reports data from Gallup polls conducted during the month 
of August in 1997 and every year from 2003 to 2011. The table shows a 
tremendous increase in worker anxiety levels following the peak of the 
financial crisis in the latter part of 2008 and early 2009. The percentages 
of employed adults expressing worries that they personally would experi-
ence a cutback in hours, a wage cut, a benefit cut, or a layoff in the near 
future jumped dramatically. After some lessening between August 2009 
and August 2010, the most recent data for August 2011 show worker anxi-
ety returning to peak or near-peak levels.

In summary, the evidence presented in figures 7 and 8 and table 3 indi-
cates that worker perceptions about labor market conditions are closely 
attuned to actual conditions. The Gallup polling data, in particular, point 
to a dramatic deterioration in perceptions about labor market conditions 
and prospects after the financial crisis—a deterioration that persists to the 

Sources: Gallup polling data at www.gallup.com/file/poll/148130/Quality_Job_110620.pdf. 
a. Based on telephone interviews with random samples of adults, 18 years and older, living in the 50 

U.S. states and the District of Columbia. Gallup conducts the interviews approximately once per month, 
and each round of interviews takes place over 3 or 4 days. We date each survey according to the first day 
of interviews.

b. The survey question is “Thinking about the job situation in America today, would you say that it is 
now a good time or a bad time to find a quality job?”

Percent responding “good time to find a quality job”b
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Figure 8. Perceived Availability of Good Jobs, March 2002 to June 2011a
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Source: Authors’ calculations using tabulations of micro data from the GSS and unemployment data 
from the CPS. 

a. Each point corresponds to a GSS survey year and plots the share of prime-age respondents in that 
year giving the indicated response against the average of seasonally adjusted monthly unemployment 
rates in January through May of the same year. (GSS interviews take place in February, March, and 
April.) Prime-age workers are employed adults aged 25 to 54, excluding active-duty armed forces, 
persons who report self-employment as their main job, and institutionalized persons. Oversamples of 
blacks in the GSS in certain years are excluded. Responses are weighted using the WTTSALL variable.

b. The full question is “Thinking about the next 12 months, how likely do you think it is that you will 
lose your job or be laid off—very likely, fairly likely, not too likely, or not at all likely?” (GSS variable 
JOBLOSE). 

c. The full question is “About how easy would it be for you to find a job with another employer with 
approximately the same income and fringe benefits you now have? Would you say very easy, somewhat 
easy, or not easy at all?” (GSS variable JOBFIND). 
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Figure 7. Perceived Likelihoods of Job Loss and Job Finding versus the  
Contemporaneous Unemployment Rate, Prime-Age Workers, 1977–2010a
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Source: Authors’ calculations using tabulations of micro data from the GSS and unemployment data 
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Mass Layoff Rates are Higher for Low Tenure Workers
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Sources: Authors’ calculations using Social Security Administration data. 
a. All series are annual rates. Both panels refer to men 50 or younger with at least 3 years of job 

tenure who lose jobs in mass-layoff events. Shaded bands indicate NBER-dated recessions. See text 
and figure 2 for full definitions and methods. 
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Figure 3. Displacement Rates for Men, by Job Tenure and Age at Displacement,  
1980 to 2005a
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Mass Layoff Rates are Higher for Younger Workers
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Sources: Authors’ calculations using Social Security Administration data. 
a. All series are annual rates. Both panels refer to men 50 or younger with at least 3 years of job 

tenure who lose jobs in mass-layoff events. Shaded bands indicate NBER-dated recessions. See text 
and figure 2 for full definitions and methods. 
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“Earnings Losses of Displaced Workers”

Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan
AER, 1993



Worker Earnings Losses Before after Separation 
in Mass Layoff: Dip, Drop, Recovery

Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan 1993



Worker Earnings Losses after Mass Layoff:
Impact of Adding Worker-Specific Trends

Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan 1993



Using Non-Laid Off Workers in Same Mass-Layoff Firm 
as Comparison Group

Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan 1993Model 4 includes firm × time effects
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mass layoffs. Von Wachter and others (2011) test this hypothesis by includ-
ing firm fixed effects in their regressions. The resulting estimates capture 
only the earnings losses within the workers of each firm, because the fixed 
effects pick up differences across firms. Because the within-firm earnings 
losses remain substantial, although smaller, the authors reach the reason-
able conclusion that at least that amount of losses is actually attributable to 
the mass layoffs.

One way to think about the selection issues in general is to consider 
the following hypothetical. A survey asks, “At any time in your career, 
were you laid off from a job that you had held at least 3 years?” An 
econometrician includes a dummy for a yes answer in a Mincer log wage 
regression for a sample of 55-year-olds and gets a coefficient of −0.06 
with a standard error of 0.01. Most of us would interpret this finding 
in terms of a selection-and-unobserved-characteristics story as well as a 
cost-of-layoff story.

Nonetheless, there is no serious doubt in my mind that a mass layoff 
inflicts substantial personal earnings losses on its victims for at least a few 
years and probably more. I think there is more doubt about the permanent 
loss, which could arise from selection.
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Source: Von Wachter and others (2011, figure 4).
a. Effects are averages (including zeroes) for all men employed continuously during 1974–79 at firms 

that later experienced a mass layoff. Data are from the 1 percent public-use files of Social Security 
administrative data.

Figure 2. Estimated Effects of Mass-Layoff Events on Earnings

Hall’s BPEA discussion of Davis and von Wachter 2011



Earnings Losses Much Smaller for Separators 
in Non-Mass Layoff Sample

Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan 1993



Non-Mass Layoff Sample: Adding Firm-Specific Trends 
Reduces Impact Even Further

Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan 1993
Model 4 includes firm × time effects



Estimated Worker Wages Losses From Mass Layoff 
by Initial Employer Size

Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan 1993



Estimated Worker Wages Losses From Mass Layoff 
by Initial Industry
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TABLE 2-LossEs BY WORKER CHARACTERISTICS 

Without other controls• With other controlsb 

Fifth- Fifth- Fifth- Fifth-
year year year year 

Group Number Dipc Dropd Recovery< loss dif loss Dip Drop Recovery loss dif loss 

Overall 6,435 

Sex: 

-83.3 -2,179 
(2.2) (16) 

15.4 
(4.4) 

-6,611 
(150) 

Male 4,972 - 10.8 -217 6.5 -545 -7,143 -3.4 -103 4.7 -177 -6,788 
(0.7) (7) (0.9) (40) (132) (0.7) (7) (0.9) (43) (157) 

Female 1,463 36.7 738 -22.0 1,853 -4,744 11.6 350 -16.0 602 -6,009 
(2.2) (24) (3.0) (136) (184) (2.3) (25) (3.2) (145) (207) 

Decade of birth: 
1930's 2,599 -0.0 116 -10.9 -79 -6,677 -0.3 55 -10.1 -284 -6,896 

(1.4) (16) (2.0) (92) (159) (1.4) (16) (2.1) (94) (182) 

1940's 2,584 7.2 3 4.6 241 -6,356 3.6 -28 5.6 171 - 6,440 
(1.4) (15) (2.0) (87) (151) (1.4) (15) (2.0) (88) (172) 

1950's 1,252 -14.9 -247 13.1 -333 -6,932 -6.9 -58 9.4 238 - 6,374 
(2.4) (25) (3.2) (144) (188) (2.4) (25) (3.2) (145) (203) 

Industry: 
Mining and 247 1.3 -497 7.5 -1,616 -8,435 9.5 -387 -0.1 -1,549 -8,160 

construction (5.6) (58) (7.6) (332) (352) (5.8) (59) (7.8) (339) (369) 

Nondurable 1,206 26.5 624 -14.6 1,766 -5,052 18.3 338 -7.7 967 -5,644 
manufacturing (2.3) (25) (3.3) (144) (188) (2.6) (28) (3.7) (160) (224) 

Primary 
metals 

1,354 -121.2 -1,991 54.1 -5,256 -12,074 -104.5 -1,476 40.5 -3,878 -10,489 

Fabricated 436 
metals 

Nonelectrical 632 
machinery 

Electrical 421 
machinery 

Transportation 419 
equipment 

Other durable 441 
manufacturing 

Transportation, 348 
communication, 
and public utilities 

Wholesale and 545 
retail trade 

Finance, 183 
insurance, 
and real estate 

Professional, 203 
business, and 
entertainment 
services 

Firm size: 
50-500 

501-2,000 

2,001-5,000 

1,704 

1,497 

1,381 

(2.2) (24) (3.6) (157) (210) (2.7) (30) (4.4) (191) (241) 
21.0 611 - 11.2 1,882 -4,936 15.9 488 -9.8 1,465 -5,146 
(4.2) (44) (6.4) (274) (301) (4.2) (45) (6.5) (279) (312) 
47.9 1,005 -36.9 2,174 -4,644 35 797 -27.4 1,817 -4,794 
(3.4) (38) (5.8) (249) (284) (3.5) (39) (5.9) (257) (306) 
43.2 288 7.0 1,500 -5,318 49.5 494 -2.7 1,842 -4,769 
(4.2) (46) (6.1) (270) (300) (4.3) (47) (6.4) (282) (322) 
25.0 422 -27.5 310 -6,508 14.1 215 -15.5 85 -6,526 
(4.3) (46) (6.2) (264) (291) (4.4) (48) (6.6) (282) (324) 
25.6 525 3.0 2,248 -4,570 18.9 338 9.1 1,807 -4,804 
(4.2) (43) (5.5) (237) (262) (4.2) (43) (5.7) (242) (282) 
6.6 

(4.7) 
150 - 63.5 - 2,573 - 9,392 
(49) (7.0) (295) (321) 

5.5 
(4.8) 

66 -63.6 -2,916 -9,527 
(50) (7.1) (301) (333) 

18.7 198 2.0 
(3.7) (38) (4.8) 

127.7 1,312 14.3 
(6.6) (70) (8.2) 

82.0 1,158 -18.2 
(6.3) (63) (8.4) 

7.9 
(1.9) 

33.5 
(2.0) 

40.9 
(2.2) 

351 0.6 
(20) (2.6) 

501 -14.1 
(22) (2.9) 

720 -32.3 
(23) (3.1) 

891 - 5,927 20.0 126 4.8 745 - 5,866 
(207) (235) (3.8) (38) (4.9) (211) (251) 

5,963 -855 115.7 947 24.3 5,004 -1,608 
(352) (369) (6.7) (72) (8.3) (358) (387) 

3,725 -3,093 93.1 1,270 -26.2 3,769 -2,843 
(360) (378) (6.4) (64) (8.7) (369) (394) 

1,434 - 5,403 - 16.1 - 37 13.0 
(113) (163) (2.1) (22) (2.9) 

1,298 -5,540 13.9 214 -4.7 
(127) (176) (2.2) (23) (3.1) 

1,267 -5,570 27.2 480 -23.8 
(134) (179) (2.3) (24) (3.5) 

501 -6,110 
(124) (193) 

625 -5,986 
(135) (246) 
730 -5,881 

(149) (203) 
Greater than 

5,000 
1,853 - 64.8 - 1,265 34.9 -3,312 -10.150 -16.7 -497 

(2.9) (125) (190) (2.3) (25) 
9.6 -1,510 -8,121 

(1.8) (19) (3.6) (154) (224) 
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Estimated Worker Wages Losses From Mass Layoff 
by Initial Industry (continued)

Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan 1993
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25.6 525 3.0 2,248 -4,570 18.9 338 9.1 1,807 -4,804 
(4.2) (43) (5.5) (237) (262) (4.2) (43) (5.7) (242) (282) 
6.6 

(4.7) 
150 - 63.5 - 2,573 - 9,392 
(49) (7.0) (295) (321) 

5.5 
(4.8) 

66 -63.6 -2,916 -9,527 
(50) (7.1) (301) (333) 

18.7 198 2.0 
(3.7) (38) (4.8) 

127.7 1,312 14.3 
(6.6) (70) (8.2) 

82.0 1,158 -18.2 
(6.3) (63) (8.4) 

7.9 
(1.9) 

33.5 
(2.0) 

40.9 
(2.2) 

351 0.6 
(20) (2.6) 

501 -14.1 
(22) (2.9) 

720 -32.3 
(23) (3.1) 

891 - 5,927 20.0 126 4.8 745 - 5,866 
(207) (235) (3.8) (38) (4.9) (211) (251) 

5,963 -855 115.7 947 24.3 5,004 -1,608 
(352) (369) (6.7) (72) (8.3) (358) (387) 

3,725 -3,093 93.1 1,270 -26.2 3,769 -2,843 
(360) (378) (6.4) (64) (8.7) (369) (394) 

1,434 - 5,403 - 16.1 - 37 13.0 
(113) (163) (2.1) (22) (2.9) 

1,298 -5,540 13.9 214 -4.7 
(127) (176) (2.2) (23) (3.1) 

1,267 -5,570 27.2 480 -23.8 
(134) (179) (2.3) (24) (3.5) 

501 -6,110 
(124) (193) 

625 -5,986 
(135) (246) 
730 -5,881 

(149) (203) 
Greater than 

5,000 
1,853 - 64.8 - 1,265 34.9 -3,312 -10.150 -16.7 -497 

(2.9) (125) (190) (2.3) (25) 
9.6 -1,510 -8,121 

(1.8) (19) (3.6) (154) (224) 
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TABLE 2-LossEs BY WORKER CHARACTERISTICS 

Without other controls• With other controlsb 

Fifth- Fifth- Fifth- Fifth-
year year year year 

Group Number Dipc Dropd Recovery< loss dif loss Dip Drop Recovery loss dif loss 

Overall 6,435 

Sex: 

-83.3 -2,179 
(2.2) (16) 

15.4 
(4.4) 

-6,611 
(150) 

Male 4,972 - 10.8 -217 6.5 -545 -7,143 -3.4 -103 4.7 -177 -6,788 
(0.7) (7) (0.9) (40) (132) (0.7) (7) (0.9) (43) (157) 

Female 1,463 36.7 738 -22.0 1,853 -4,744 11.6 350 -16.0 602 -6,009 
(2.2) (24) (3.0) (136) (184) (2.3) (25) (3.2) (145) (207) 

Decade of birth: 
1930's 2,599 -0.0 116 -10.9 -79 -6,677 -0.3 55 -10.1 -284 -6,896 

(1.4) (16) (2.0) (92) (159) (1.4) (16) (2.1) (94) (182) 

1940's 2,584 7.2 3 4.6 241 -6,356 3.6 -28 5.6 171 - 6,440 
(1.4) (15) (2.0) (87) (151) (1.4) (15) (2.0) (88) (172) 

1950's 1,252 -14.9 -247 13.1 -333 -6,932 -6.9 -58 9.4 238 - 6,374 
(2.4) (25) (3.2) (144) (188) (2.4) (25) (3.2) (145) (203) 

Industry: 
Mining and 247 1.3 -497 7.5 -1,616 -8,435 9.5 -387 -0.1 -1,549 -8,160 

construction (5.6) (58) (7.6) (332) (352) (5.8) (59) (7.8) (339) (369) 

Nondurable 1,206 26.5 624 -14.6 1,766 -5,052 18.3 338 -7.7 967 -5,644 
manufacturing (2.3) (25) (3.3) (144) (188) (2.6) (28) (3.7) (160) (224) 

Primary 
metals 

1,354 -121.2 -1,991 54.1 -5,256 -12,074 -104.5 -1,476 40.5 -3,878 -10,489 

Fabricated 436 
metals 

Nonelectrical 632 
machinery 

Electrical 421 
machinery 

Transportation 419 
equipment 

Other durable 441 
manufacturing 

Transportation, 348 
communication, 
and public utilities 

Wholesale and 545 
retail trade 

Finance, 183 
insurance, 
and real estate 

Professional, 203 
business, and 
entertainment 
services 

Firm size: 
50-500 

501-2,000 

2,001-5,000 

1,704 

1,497 

1,381 

(2.2) (24) (3.6) (157) (210) (2.7) (30) (4.4) (191) (241) 
21.0 611 - 11.2 1,882 -4,936 15.9 488 -9.8 1,465 -5,146 
(4.2) (44) (6.4) (274) (301) (4.2) (45) (6.5) (279) (312) 
47.9 1,005 -36.9 2,174 -4,644 35 797 -27.4 1,817 -4,794 
(3.4) (38) (5.8) (249) (284) (3.5) (39) (5.9) (257) (306) 
43.2 288 7.0 1,500 -5,318 49.5 494 -2.7 1,842 -4,769 
(4.2) (46) (6.1) (270) (300) (4.3) (47) (6.4) (282) (322) 
25.0 422 -27.5 310 -6,508 14.1 215 -15.5 85 -6,526 
(4.3) (46) (6.2) (264) (291) (4.4) (48) (6.6) (282) (324) 
25.6 525 3.0 2,248 -4,570 18.9 338 9.1 1,807 -4,804 
(4.2) (43) (5.5) (237) (262) (4.2) (43) (5.7) (242) (282) 
6.6 

(4.7) 
150 - 63.5 - 2,573 - 9,392 
(49) (7.0) (295) (321) 

5.5 
(4.8) 

66 -63.6 -2,916 -9,527 
(50) (7.1) (301) (333) 

18.7 198 2.0 
(3.7) (38) (4.8) 

127.7 1,312 14.3 
(6.6) (70) (8.2) 

82.0 1,158 -18.2 
(6.3) (63) (8.4) 

7.9 
(1.9) 

33.5 
(2.0) 

40.9 
(2.2) 

351 0.6 
(20) (2.6) 

501 -14.1 
(22) (2.9) 

720 -32.3 
(23) (3.1) 

891 - 5,927 20.0 126 4.8 745 - 5,866 
(207) (235) (3.8) (38) (4.9) (211) (251) 

5,963 -855 115.7 947 24.3 5,004 -1,608 
(352) (369) (6.7) (72) (8.3) (358) (387) 

3,725 -3,093 93.1 1,270 -26.2 3,769 -2,843 
(360) (378) (6.4) (64) (8.7) (369) (394) 

1,434 - 5,403 - 16.1 - 37 13.0 
(113) (163) (2.1) (22) (2.9) 

1,298 -5,540 13.9 214 -4.7 
(127) (176) (2.2) (23) (3.1) 

1,267 -5,570 27.2 480 -23.8 
(134) (179) (2.3) (24) (3.5) 

501 -6,110 
(124) (193) 

625 -5,986 
(135) (246) 
730 -5,881 

(149) (203) 
Greater than 

5,000 
1,853 - 64.8 - 1,265 34.9 -3,312 -10.150 -16.7 -497 

(2.9) (125) (190) (2.3) (25) 
9.6 -1,510 -8,121 

(1.8) (19) (3.6) (154) (224) 
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D. Losses and Sector of New Jobs 

To explore further this possibility we ex-
amined the relationship between workers' 
losses and the industrial sector of their new 
jobs.31 If the skills required on two jobs are 
more similar when the jobs are in the same 
industry and if the loss of specialized skills 
is an important determinant of workers' 
losses, displaced workers returning to the 
same industry should experience smaller 
earnings declines than those whose new jobs 
lie outside their old industry. Accordingly, 
we examined the earnings losses of workers 
whose new jobs were (i) in the same four-
digit SIC industry as their old job, (ii) in the 
same sector (manufacturing or nonmanufac-
turing) but in a different four-digit industry, 
or (iii) in a different sector. 

Manufacturing workers' earnings losses 
depend crucially on whether they obtain 
new jobs in the manufacturing sector. As 
shown by Table 3, the losses of those who 
leave the manufacturing sector equal 38 
percent of their predisplacement earnings.32 

However, for those who found new jobs in 
the manufacturing sector it does not appear 
to matter whether they found a job in their 
old four-digit industry. As shown in panel 
A, 24 quarters after their separations work-
ers' losses were 20 percent of predisplace-
ment earnings if they found new jobs in the 
same four-digit industry, compared with 18 

31 In keeping with this study's focus on displace-
ment's long-term impact, we want to assess the rela-
tionship between earnings losses and the industry of 
workers' new jobs several years following separation. 
For workers displaced in 1985 and 1986 such an assess-
ment is impossible because we have only a few quarters 
of postseparation data. Accordingly, we examined the 
relationship between earnings losses and new job's 
industry for workers displaced from distressed firms 
between 1980 and 1983. The new job's industry was the 
workers' primary employer in 1986, which was 3-6 
years following displacement. 

32 This finding showing greater losses when dis-
placed workers switch sectors does not result because 
workers with jobs in the nonmanufacturing sector have 
been displaced for a shorter period of time. The mean 
quarter of separation for those who switch sectors is 
the same as for those who remain in the manufacturing 
sector. 

TABLE 3-EARNINGS LosSES BY SECTOR OF NEW Joa: 
DEVIATION BETWEEN ACTUAL AND 
EXPECTED QUARTERLY EARNINGS 

New job in same sector 
Quarters Same Different New job 
since four-digit four-digit in other 
separation SIC SIC sector 

A. Displaced Manufacturing Workers: 

-8 -$379 -$117 -$237 
(82) (67) (73) 

(-7] (-2] (-4] 

12 -1,044 -1,117 -2,616 
(82) (67) (73) 

(-19] (-21] (-44] 

24 -1,103 -958 -2,221 
(197) (137) (150) 

(-20] (-18] (-38] 

B. Displaced Nonmanufacturing Workers: 

-8 -229 -26 -151 
(132) (128) (231) 
(-4] [OJ (-3] 

12 -1,129 -1,305 -1,498 
(132) (128) (231) 

(-18] (-23] (-26] 

24 -1,103 -1,276 -1,949 
(315) (241) (476) 

(-18] (-22] (-33] 

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 
Numbers in square brackets express the estimated 
losses as a percentage of predisplacement earnings. 

percent if they found new manufacturing 
jobs in different four-digit industries. 

The findings for displaced nonmanufac-
turing workers are similar to those for their 
manufacturing counterparts. The long-term 
earnings losses for those who find new jobs 
in the same four-digit industry amount to 18 
percent. That percentage rises to 22 percent 
when their new jobs are in different four-
digit industries but still in the same sector. 
Finally, those losses are larger for those 
who found new jobs in the manufacturing 
sector, though the standard error associated 
with that estimate is relatively large, as few 
displaced nonmanufacturing workers found 
jobs in manufacturing. Nevertheless, the 
findings for both displaced manufacturing 
and nonmanufacturing workers indicate that 
a substantial portion of their earnings losses 
result from the loss of some highly firm-
specific component of earnings. Even those 
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D. Losses and Sector of New Jobs 

To explore further this possibility we ex-
amined the relationship between workers' 
losses and the industrial sector of their new 
jobs.31 If the skills required on two jobs are 
more similar when the jobs are in the same 
industry and if the loss of specialized skills 
is an important determinant of workers' 
losses, displaced workers returning to the 
same industry should experience smaller 
earnings declines than those whose new jobs 
lie outside their old industry. Accordingly, 
we examined the earnings losses of workers 
whose new jobs were (i) in the same four-
digit SIC industry as their old job, (ii) in the 
same sector (manufacturing or nonmanufac-
turing) but in a different four-digit industry, 
or (iii) in a different sector. 

Manufacturing workers' earnings losses 
depend crucially on whether they obtain 
new jobs in the manufacturing sector. As 
shown by Table 3, the losses of those who 
leave the manufacturing sector equal 38 
percent of their predisplacement earnings.32 

However, for those who found new jobs in 
the manufacturing sector it does not appear 
to matter whether they found a job in their 
old four-digit industry. As shown in panel 
A, 24 quarters after their separations work-
ers' losses were 20 percent of predisplace-
ment earnings if they found new jobs in the 
same four-digit industry, compared with 18 

31 In keeping with this study's focus on displace-
ment's long-term impact, we want to assess the rela-
tionship between earnings losses and the industry of 
workers' new jobs several years following separation. 
For workers displaced in 1985 and 1986 such an assess-
ment is impossible because we have only a few quarters 
of postseparation data. Accordingly, we examined the 
relationship between earnings losses and new job's 
industry for workers displaced from distressed firms 
between 1980 and 1983. The new job's industry was the 
workers' primary employer in 1986, which was 3-6 
years following displacement. 

32 This finding showing greater losses when dis-
placed workers switch sectors does not result because 
workers with jobs in the nonmanufacturing sector have 
been displaced for a shorter period of time. The mean 
quarter of separation for those who switch sectors is 
the same as for those who remain in the manufacturing 
sector. 

TABLE 3-EARNINGS LosSES BY SECTOR OF NEW Joa: 
DEVIATION BETWEEN ACTUAL AND 
EXPECTED QUARTERLY EARNINGS 

New job in same sector 
Quarters Same Different New job 
since four-digit four-digit in other 
separation SIC SIC sector 

A. Displaced Manufacturing Workers: 

-8 -$379 -$117 -$237 
(82) (67) (73) 

(-7] (-2] (-4] 

12 -1,044 -1,117 -2,616 
(82) (67) (73) 

(-19] (-21] (-44] 

24 -1,103 -958 -2,221 
(197) (137) (150) 

(-20] (-18] (-38] 

B. Displaced Nonmanufacturing Workers: 

-8 -229 -26 -151 
(132) (128) (231) 
(-4] [OJ (-3] 

12 -1,129 -1,305 -1,498 
(132) (128) (231) 

(-18] (-23] (-26] 

24 -1,103 -1,276 -1,949 
(315) (241) (476) 

(-18] (-22] (-33] 

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 
Numbers in square brackets express the estimated 
losses as a percentage of predisplacement earnings. 

percent if they found new manufacturing 
jobs in different four-digit industries. 

The findings for displaced nonmanufac-
turing workers are similar to those for their 
manufacturing counterparts. The long-term 
earnings losses for those who find new jobs 
in the same four-digit industry amount to 18 
percent. That percentage rises to 22 percent 
when their new jobs are in different four-
digit industries but still in the same sector. 
Finally, those losses are larger for those 
who found new jobs in the manufacturing 
sector, though the standard error associated 
with that estimate is relatively large, as few 
displaced nonmanufacturing workers found 
jobs in manufacturing. Nevertheless, the 
findings for both displaced manufacturing 
and nonmanufacturing workers indicate that 
a substantial portion of their earnings losses 
result from the loss of some highly firm-
specific component of earnings. Even those 
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D. Losses and Sector of New Jobs 

To explore further this possibility we ex-
amined the relationship between workers' 
losses and the industrial sector of their new 
jobs.31 If the skills required on two jobs are 
more similar when the jobs are in the same 
industry and if the loss of specialized skills 
is an important determinant of workers' 
losses, displaced workers returning to the 
same industry should experience smaller 
earnings declines than those whose new jobs 
lie outside their old industry. Accordingly, 
we examined the earnings losses of workers 
whose new jobs were (i) in the same four-
digit SIC industry as their old job, (ii) in the 
same sector (manufacturing or nonmanufac-
turing) but in a different four-digit industry, 
or (iii) in a different sector. 

Manufacturing workers' earnings losses 
depend crucially on whether they obtain 
new jobs in the manufacturing sector. As 
shown by Table 3, the losses of those who 
leave the manufacturing sector equal 38 
percent of their predisplacement earnings.32 

However, for those who found new jobs in 
the manufacturing sector it does not appear 
to matter whether they found a job in their 
old four-digit industry. As shown in panel 
A, 24 quarters after their separations work-
ers' losses were 20 percent of predisplace-
ment earnings if they found new jobs in the 
same four-digit industry, compared with 18 

31 In keeping with this study's focus on displace-
ment's long-term impact, we want to assess the rela-
tionship between earnings losses and the industry of 
workers' new jobs several years following separation. 
For workers displaced in 1985 and 1986 such an assess-
ment is impossible because we have only a few quarters 
of postseparation data. Accordingly, we examined the 
relationship between earnings losses and new job's 
industry for workers displaced from distressed firms 
between 1980 and 1983. The new job's industry was the 
workers' primary employer in 1986, which was 3-6 
years following displacement. 

32 This finding showing greater losses when dis-
placed workers switch sectors does not result because 
workers with jobs in the nonmanufacturing sector have 
been displaced for a shorter period of time. The mean 
quarter of separation for those who switch sectors is 
the same as for those who remain in the manufacturing 
sector. 

TABLE 3-EARNINGS LosSES BY SECTOR OF NEW Joa: 
DEVIATION BETWEEN ACTUAL AND 
EXPECTED QUARTERLY EARNINGS 

New job in same sector 
Quarters Same Different New job 
since four-digit four-digit in other 
separation SIC SIC sector 

A. Displaced Manufacturing Workers: 

-8 -$379 -$117 -$237 
(82) (67) (73) 

(-7] (-2] (-4] 

12 -1,044 -1,117 -2,616 
(82) (67) (73) 

(-19] (-21] (-44] 

24 -1,103 -958 -2,221 
(197) (137) (150) 

(-20] (-18] (-38] 

B. Displaced Nonmanufacturing Workers: 

-8 -229 -26 -151 
(132) (128) (231) 
(-4] [OJ (-3] 

12 -1,129 -1,305 -1,498 
(132) (128) (231) 

(-18] (-23] (-26] 

24 -1,103 -1,276 -1,949 
(315) (241) (476) 

(-18] (-22] (-33] 

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 
Numbers in square brackets express the estimated 
losses as a percentage of predisplacement earnings. 

percent if they found new manufacturing 
jobs in different four-digit industries. 

The findings for displaced nonmanufac-
turing workers are similar to those for their 
manufacturing counterparts. The long-term 
earnings losses for those who find new jobs 
in the same four-digit industry amount to 18 
percent. That percentage rises to 22 percent 
when their new jobs are in different four-
digit industries but still in the same sector. 
Finally, those losses are larger for those 
who found new jobs in the manufacturing 
sector, though the standard error associated 
with that estimate is relatively large, as few 
displaced nonmanufacturing workers found 
jobs in manufacturing. Nevertheless, the 
findings for both displaced manufacturing 
and nonmanufacturing workers indicate that 
a substantial portion of their earnings losses 
result from the loss of some highly firm-
specific component of earnings. Even those 
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D. Losses and Sector of New Jobs 

To explore further this possibility we ex-
amined the relationship between workers' 
losses and the industrial sector of their new 
jobs.31 If the skills required on two jobs are 
more similar when the jobs are in the same 
industry and if the loss of specialized skills 
is an important determinant of workers' 
losses, displaced workers returning to the 
same industry should experience smaller 
earnings declines than those whose new jobs 
lie outside their old industry. Accordingly, 
we examined the earnings losses of workers 
whose new jobs were (i) in the same four-
digit SIC industry as their old job, (ii) in the 
same sector (manufacturing or nonmanufac-
turing) but in a different four-digit industry, 
or (iii) in a different sector. 

Manufacturing workers' earnings losses 
depend crucially on whether they obtain 
new jobs in the manufacturing sector. As 
shown by Table 3, the losses of those who 
leave the manufacturing sector equal 38 
percent of their predisplacement earnings.32 

However, for those who found new jobs in 
the manufacturing sector it does not appear 
to matter whether they found a job in their 
old four-digit industry. As shown in panel 
A, 24 quarters after their separations work-
ers' losses were 20 percent of predisplace-
ment earnings if they found new jobs in the 
same four-digit industry, compared with 18 

31 In keeping with this study's focus on displace-
ment's long-term impact, we want to assess the rela-
tionship between earnings losses and the industry of 
workers' new jobs several years following separation. 
For workers displaced in 1985 and 1986 such an assess-
ment is impossible because we have only a few quarters 
of postseparation data. Accordingly, we examined the 
relationship between earnings losses and new job's 
industry for workers displaced from distressed firms 
between 1980 and 1983. The new job's industry was the 
workers' primary employer in 1986, which was 3-6 
years following displacement. 

32 This finding showing greater losses when dis-
placed workers switch sectors does not result because 
workers with jobs in the nonmanufacturing sector have 
been displaced for a shorter period of time. The mean 
quarter of separation for those who switch sectors is 
the same as for those who remain in the manufacturing 
sector. 

TABLE 3-EARNINGS LosSES BY SECTOR OF NEW Joa: 
DEVIATION BETWEEN ACTUAL AND 
EXPECTED QUARTERLY EARNINGS 

New job in same sector 
Quarters Same Different New job 
since four-digit four-digit in other 
separation SIC SIC sector 

A. Displaced Manufacturing Workers: 

-8 -$379 -$117 -$237 
(82) (67) (73) 

(-7] (-2] (-4] 

12 -1,044 -1,117 -2,616 
(82) (67) (73) 

(-19] (-21] (-44] 

24 -1,103 -958 -2,221 
(197) (137) (150) 

(-20] (-18] (-38] 

B. Displaced Nonmanufacturing Workers: 

-8 -229 -26 -151 
(132) (128) (231) 
(-4] [OJ (-3] 

12 -1,129 -1,305 -1,498 
(132) (128) (231) 

(-18] (-23] (-26] 

24 -1,103 -1,276 -1,949 
(315) (241) (476) 

(-18] (-22] (-33] 

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 
Numbers in square brackets express the estimated 
losses as a percentage of predisplacement earnings. 

percent if they found new manufacturing 
jobs in different four-digit industries. 

The findings for displaced nonmanufac-
turing workers are similar to those for their 
manufacturing counterparts. The long-term 
earnings losses for those who find new jobs 
in the same four-digit industry amount to 18 
percent. That percentage rises to 22 percent 
when their new jobs are in different four-
digit industries but still in the same sector. 
Finally, those losses are larger for those 
who found new jobs in the manufacturing 
sector, though the standard error associated 
with that estimate is relatively large, as few 
displaced nonmanufacturing workers found 
jobs in manufacturing. Nevertheless, the 
findings for both displaced manufacturing 
and nonmanufacturing workers indicate that 
a substantial portion of their earnings losses 
result from the loss of some highly firm-
specific component of earnings. Even those 
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TABLE I
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS BY DISPLACEMENT STATUS

Work restriction in Pennsylvania No work restriction Work every year
labor market during 1980–1986

All Displaced Nondisplaced All Displaced Nondisplaced
workers workers workers workers workers workers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Sample size 21,573 7,256 14,317 17,641 4,785 12,856
Age in 1979 30.42 30.14 30.55 37.42 37.01 37.57

(7.124) (7.422) (6.964) (7.031) (7.295) (6.925)
Log(average quarterly earnings in 1974–1979) 8.74 8.70 8.76 8.75 8.70 8.76

(0.358) (0.346) (0.362) (0.345) (0.338) (0.346)
Log(std. dev. of log quarterly earnings 1974–1979) −1.637 −1.483 −1.715 −1.680 −1.545 −1.731

(0.732) (0.767) (0.700) (0.709) (0.749) (0.687)
Percent change in quarterly earnings 1974–1979 0.513 0.677 0.430 0.459 0.582 0.413

(5.736) (7.699) (4.425) (5.343) (7.287) (4.410)
Number of quarters in nonemployment 1974–1979 0.48 0.58 0.43 0.45 0.54 0.42

(0.977) (1.100) (0.904) (0.919) (1.029) (0.873)
1979 firm’s employment 8,556 10,483 7,579 8,087 9,065 7,723

(13,944) (16,287) (12,479) (13,267) (15,018) (12,534)
Fraction steel industries 0.179 0.292 0.122 0.163 0.260 0.128

(0.384) (0.455) (0.328) (0.370) (0.438) (0.334)
Fraction other durable goods manufacturing (nonsteel) 0.297 0.349 0.271 0.300 0.365 0.275

(0.457) (0.477) (0.444) (0.458) (0.481) (0.447)
Fraction other manufacturing 0.191 0.164 0.204 0.200 0.183 0.206

(0.393) (0.370) (0.403) (0.400) (0.387) (0.405)
Fraction eastern PA 0.562 0.475 0.606 0.581 0.521 0.603

(0.496) (0.499) (0.489) (0.493) (0.500) (0.489)
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TABLE I

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS BY DISPLACEMENT STATUS

Work restriction in Pennsylvania No work restriction Work every year
labor market during 1980–1986

All Displaced Nondisplaced All Displaced Nondisplaced
workers workers workers workers workers workers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Sample size 21,573 7,256 14,317 17,641 4,785 12,856
Age in 1979 30.42 30.14 30.55 37.42 37.01 37.57

(7.124) (7.422) (6.964) (7.031) (7.295) (6.925)
Log(average quarterly earnings in 1974–1979) 8.74 8.70 8.76 8.75 8.70 8.76

(0.358) (0.346) (0.362) (0.345) (0.338) (0.346)
Log(std. dev. of log quarterly earnings 1974–1979) −1.637 −1.483 −1.715 −1.680 −1.545 −1.731

(0.732) (0.767) (0.700) (0.709) (0.749) (0.687)
Percent change in quarterly earnings 1974–1979 0.513 0.677 0.430 0.459 0.582 0.413

(5.736) (7.699) (4.425) (5.343) (7.287) (4.410)
Number of quarters in nonemployment 1974–1979 0.48 0.58 0.43 0.45 0.54 0.42

(0.977) (1.100) (0.904) (0.919) (1.029) (0.873)
1979 firm’s employment 8,556 10,483 7,579 8,087 9,065 7,723

(13,944) (16,287) (12,479) (13,267) (15,018) (12,534)
Fraction steel industries 0.179 0.292 0.122 0.163 0.260 0.128

(0.384) (0.455) (0.328) (0.370) (0.438) (0.334)
Fraction other durable goods manufacturing (nonsteel) 0.297 0.349 0.271 0.300 0.365 0.275

(0.457) (0.477) (0.444) (0.458) (0.481) (0.447)
Fraction other manufacturing 0.191 0.164 0.204 0.200 0.183 0.206

(0.393) (0.370) (0.403) (0.400) (0.387) (0.405)
Fraction eastern PA 0.562 0.475 0.606 0.581 0.521 0.603

(0.496) (0.499) (0.489) (0.493) (0.500) (0.489)
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TABLE I
(CONTINUED)

Work restriction in Pennsylvania No work restriction Work every year
labor market during 1980–1986

All Displaced Nondisplaced All Displaced Nondisplaced
workers workers workers workers workers workers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log(average quarterly earnings in 1987–1991) 8.606 8.184 8.791 8.728 8.421 8.838
(1.069) (1.310) (0.883) (0.891) (1.064) (0.792)

Log(std. dev. of log quarterly earnings in 1987–1991) −1.344 −1.119 −1.440 −1.393 −1.197 −1.462
(0.764) (0.793) (0.730) (0.736) (0.757) (0.716)

Number of quarters in nonemployment in 1987–1991 4.31 6.66 3.11 2.20 3.32 1.79
(7.070) (8.207) (6.079) (4.736) (5.900) (4.145)

Deaths per 1,000 per year 1987–2006 6.764 7.639 6.325 6.343 6.913 6.132
(0.143) (0.263) (0.170) (0.152) (0.306) (0.175)

Deaths per 1,000 per year 1987–1993 4.167 5.151 3.670 3.745 4.400 3.502
(0.181) (0.347) (0.208) (0.189) (0.393) (0.214)

Deaths per 1,000 per year 1994–1999 7.407 8.114 7.053 6.994 7.451 6.826
(0.227) (0.411) (0.272) (0.242) (0.481) (0.280)

Deaths per 1,000 per year 2000–2006 10.815 11.909 10.270 10.347 11.033 10.094
(0.427) (0.777) (0.510) (0.458) (0.911) (0.529)

Notes. Standard deviations in parentheses (with exception for death rates, which show standard errors). The samples include only male workers born 1930–1959 in stable
employment 1974–1979 at an employer of size fifty in 1979. Displaced workers left jobs in firms whose employment the subsequent year was 30% or more below its post-1974 peak.
Information pertaining to employment and earnings is from Pennsylvania. Deaths can occur anywhere in the United States.
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TABLE I
(CONTINUED)

Work restriction in Pennsylvania No work restriction Work every year
labor market during 1980–1986

All Displaced Nondisplaced All Displaced Nondisplaced
workers workers workers workers workers workers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log(average quarterly earnings in 1987–1991) 8.606 8.184 8.791 8.728 8.421 8.838
(1.069) (1.310) (0.883) (0.891) (1.064) (0.792)

Log(std. dev. of log quarterly earnings in 1987–1991) −1.344 −1.119 −1.440 −1.393 −1.197 −1.462
(0.764) (0.793) (0.730) (0.736) (0.757) (0.716)

Number of quarters in nonemployment in 1987–1991 4.31 6.66 3.11 2.20 3.32 1.79
(7.070) (8.207) (6.079) (4.736) (5.900) (4.145)

Deaths per 1,000 per year 1987–2006 6.764 7.639 6.325 6.343 6.913 6.132
(0.143) (0.263) (0.170) (0.152) (0.306) (0.175)

Deaths per 1,000 per year 1987–1993 4.167 5.151 3.670 3.745 4.400 3.502
(0.181) (0.347) (0.208) (0.189) (0.393) (0.214)

Deaths per 1,000 per year 1994–1999 7.407 8.114 7.053 6.994 7.451 6.826
(0.227) (0.411) (0.272) (0.242) (0.481) (0.280)

Deaths per 1,000 per year 2000–2006 10.815 11.909 10.270 10.347 11.033 10.094
(0.427) (0.777) (0.510) (0.458) (0.911) (0.529)

Notes. Standard deviations in parentheses (with exception for death rates, which show standard errors). The samples include only male workers born 1930–1959 in stable
employment 1974–1979 at an employer of size fifty in 1979. Displaced workers left jobs in firms whose employment the subsequent year was 30% or more below its post-1974 peak.
Information pertaining to employment and earnings is from Pennsylvania. Deaths can occur anywhere in the United States.
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JOB DISPLACEMENT AND MORTALITY 1285

FIGURE II
The Effect of Displacement on Log-Odds of Death by Years since Displacement

(Sample of Men in Stable Employment 1974–1979, Firm 1979 Employment ≥50,
No Further Presence Restriction in PA Labor Market)

(A) Effect by years since displacement for workers born 1930–1959 (including
two standard error bands). Solid line represents coefficients of log-odds model of
mortality on years since displacement and basic other control variables. These are
the main effects corresponding to column (1), Table IV. Dashed lines represent two-
standard-errors bands. (B) Simulated effect of displacement by current age and
age at displacement for workers born 1920–1959. The lines represent coefficients
from a log-odds model of death on four dummies for current age interacted with
displacement, to which dummies for years since displacement were added, as well
as a dummy for whether age at displacement was sixty or greater. Coefficients are
taken from column (3), Table IV. See text for details.

displacement on mortality at different years since displacement,
the coefficients on the interactions have to be added to the main
effect in row (1).22 We see large percentage increases immediately
after job displacement. The effect remains high for the first five
years after job loss, then gradually declines with time since lay-
off, and bottoms out at a long-run average of about 13%. This is
shown graphically in Panel A of Figure II, which plots the point

22. For example, for a displaced worker two to three years after layoff, the
effect of displacement on mortality would be 0.131 + 0.559 = 0.69.
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TABLE V
IMPACT OF JOB DISPLACEMENT ON LIFE EXPECTANCY BY AGE AT SEPARATION AND JOB TENURE

Life Life
Displacement expectancy expectancy Lost years
interactions Age at given not given of life due to

Sample included separation displaced displaced displacement

(1) Stable job 1974–1979; no
restrictions on earnings
1980–1986; 1920–1959 birth
year; tenure in 1979 at least six
years

Years since displacement
categories
Current age categories
Displaced age ≥60
Nonmanufacturing

30 76.45 74.85 −1.59

35 76.56 74.99 −1.56
40 76.73 75.22 −1.51
45 76.99 75.58 −1.41
50 77.37 76.01 −1.36
55 77.92 76.64 −1.29

(2) Stable job 1974–1979; no
restrictions on earnings
1980–1986; 1920–1959 birth
year; tenure in 1979 at least
three years

Years since displacement
categories
Current age categories
Displaced age ≥60
Nonmanufacturing

30 76.56 74.97 −1.59

35 76.67 75.10 −1.57
40 76.85 75.29 −1.56
45 77.11 75.58 −1.53
50 77.49 76.00 −1.50
55 78.05 76.62 −1.43

Notes. All models include log of mean earnings, log of standard deviation of log quarterly earnings, one-digit industry dummies, and a linear age effect. The rows labeled (1) and
(2) correspond to models equivalent to columns (3) and (6) of Table IV, respectively. The numbers are based on a linear extrapolation in age for cohorts still alive. See text for further
information.
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TABLE V
IMPACT OF JOB DISPLACEMENT ON LIFE EXPECTANCY BY AGE AT SEPARATION AND JOB TENURE

Life Life
Displacement expectancy expectancy Lost years
interactions Age at given not given of life due to

Sample included separation displaced displaced displacement

(1) Stable job 1974–1979; no
restrictions on earnings
1980–1986; 1920–1959 birth
year; tenure in 1979 at least six
years

Years since displacement
categories
Current age categories
Displaced age ≥60
Nonmanufacturing

30 76.45 74.85 −1.59

35 76.56 74.99 −1.56
40 76.73 75.22 −1.51
45 76.99 75.58 −1.41
50 77.37 76.01 −1.36
55 77.92 76.64 −1.29

(2) Stable job 1974–1979; no
restrictions on earnings
1980–1986; 1920–1959 birth
year; tenure in 1979 at least
three years

Years since displacement
categories
Current age categories
Displaced age ≥60
Nonmanufacturing

30 76.56 74.97 −1.59

35 76.67 75.10 −1.57
40 76.85 75.29 −1.56
45 77.11 75.58 −1.53
50 77.49 76.00 −1.50
55 78.05 76.62 −1.43

Notes. All models include log of mean earnings, log of standard deviation of log quarterly earnings, one-digit industry dummies, and a linear age effect. The rows labeled (1) and
(2) correspond to models equivalent to columns (3) and (6) of Table IV, respectively. The numbers are based on a linear extrapolation in age for cohorts still alive. See text for further
information.
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TABLE V
IMPACT OF JOB DISPLACEMENT ON LIFE EXPECTANCY BY AGE AT SEPARATION AND JOB TENURE

Life Life
Displacement expectancy expectancy Lost years
interactions Age at given not given of life due to

Sample included separation displaced displaced displacement

(1) Stable job 1974–1979; no
restrictions on earnings
1980–1986; 1920–1959 birth
year; tenure in 1979 at least six
years

Years since displacement
categories
Current age categories
Displaced age ≥60
Nonmanufacturing

30 76.45 74.85 −1.59

35 76.56 74.99 −1.56
40 76.73 75.22 −1.51
45 76.99 75.58 −1.41
50 77.37 76.01 −1.36
55 77.92 76.64 −1.29

(2) Stable job 1974–1979; no
restrictions on earnings
1980–1986; 1920–1959 birth
year; tenure in 1979 at least
three years

Years since displacement
categories
Current age categories
Displaced age ≥60
Nonmanufacturing

30 76.56 74.97 −1.59

35 76.67 75.10 −1.57
40 76.85 75.29 −1.56
45 77.11 75.58 −1.53
50 77.49 76.00 −1.50
55 78.05 76.62 −1.43

Notes. All models include log of mean earnings, log of standard deviation of log quarterly earnings, one-digit industry dummies, and a linear age effect. The rows labeled (1) and
(2) correspond to models equivalent to columns (3) and (6) of Table IV, respectively. The numbers are based on a linear extrapolation in age for cohorts still alive. See text for further
information.
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Davis and von Wachter ‘11: 3rd Year Earnings Losses 
Greater for Workers Laid Off During Recessions

STEVEN J. DAVIS and TILL VON WACHTER 19

Source: Social Security Administration data, Bureau of Labor Statistics data, and authors’ calculations.  
a. Year labels indicate year of displacement; unemployment rate is that of the same year. 
b. Average earnings loss (including observations with zero earnings) in the third year of displacement 

(year 3) for men 50 or younger with 3 or more years of prior job tenure, expressed as a fraction of average 
annual earnings in the years –4 to –1 before displacement in year 1. Losses are calculated from the 
administrative earnings data (W-2 earnings records) used in von Wachter and others (2011) and 
described in the text.  
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Figure 5. Earnings Losses of Men in the Third Year of Displacement versus  
Unemployment Rate in the Displacement Year, 1980–2005a

Notes to figure 4:

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
a. In each panel the curve labeled “In recessions” shows average outcomes for workers displaced in 

recession years from 1980 to 2005, and the curve labeled “In expansions” shows average outcomes for 
those displaced in expansion years in that period. When a given displacement year straddles recession 
and expansion periods, that year’s values are apportioned according to the number of months in each 
period (see the text for further details). Displaced workers are men 50 or younger who separate from their 
main job in a mass-layoff event and who have at least 3 years of prior job tenure. All averages are 
estimated using administrative data on W-2 earnings (following von Wachter and others 2011) and 
include observations with zero earnings.  

b. Mean annual raw earnings before and after displacement of workers displaced in recessions and of 
those displaced in expansions.  

c. Average earnings losses of displaced workers, as estimated from displacement-year regression 
models of annual earnings for displaced workers and control group workers. The regression models 
include controls for worker effects, a quartic polynomial in age, calendar-year effects, and an interaction 
of the latter with individual average earnings in the 5 years preceding displacement. See equation 1 and 
the accompanying discussion for further details. 

d. Earnings losses in the middle panel expressed as a percent of displaced workers’ average annual 
earnings in the predisplacement baseline period. 
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Davis and von Wachter ‘11: Cumulative Earnings 
Losses Greater for Workers Laid Off During Recessions24 Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, Fall 2011

women than for men, but not dramatically so in the last two columns, which 
effectively control for differences in average earnings levels between men 
and women. For example, the average losses for women amount to 1.5 
years of predisplacement earnings (table 2), compared with 1.7 years for 
the corresponding group of men (table 1). Comparison of tables 1 and 2 
also shows that the losses are larger for men with longer job tenure before 
displacement. The panels reporting results for male age subgroups show 
that, except for men displaced near the end of their working lives, PDV 
earnings losses are much larger for displacements that occur in recessions.

II.D. On Selection Bias and Sensitivity to Control Group Choice

We now discuss two potential concerns about the earnings loss esti-
mates that underlie our results in figures 4 to 6 and tables 1 and 2, namely, 

Source: Social Security Administration data, Bureau of Labor Statistics data, and authors’ calculations. 
a. Year labels indicate year of displacement; unemployment rate is that of the same year. 
b. We calculate present-value earnings losses, following equation 2 in the text, over a 20-year horizon 

using a 5 percent annual discount rate.  

PDV of earnings loss over 20 yearsb
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Figure 6. Cumulative Earnings Losses after Displacement versus Unemployment Rate  
in the Displacement Year, 1980–2005a
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(continued)
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Recall from figure 1 that the incidence of job displacement is also much 
greater in recessions. Given that displacements have more severe conse-
quences in recessions, the unweighted averages over years in the first row 
of table 1 effectively give less weight to persons displaced in recessions, 
and thus understate average PDV earnings losses taken over all displaced 
workers. Similarly, because we weight all recession years equally, and 
recessions with higher displacement rates also involve higher earnings 
losses, table 1 understates the average PDV earnings losses for job dis-
placements that occur in recessions.

The last five rows of table 1 show how estimated PDV earnings 
losses vary with the unemployment rate in the year of displacement. The 
un employment rate reflects contemporaneous labor market conditions in a 
different way than business cycle dating. As before, to calculate the table 
entries, we first estimate PDV earnings losses by year of displacement. We 
then average over all years falling into an indicated unemployment range, 
assigning fractional weights to years that fall partly into a given range. The 
results show that PDV earnings losses rise steeply with the unemployment 

Table 1. Present-Value Earnings Losses after Mass-Layoff Events, Men 50 or Younger 
with at Least 3 Years Prior Job Tenure, 1980–2005a

PDV of average loss at displacement

Subgroupb

% of all  
years from  

1980 to 2005 Dollars

As a multiple of 
predisplacement 
annual earnings

As % of PDV of 
counterfactual 

earningsc

All 100 77,557 1.71 11.9
Displaced in  
expansion year

88 72,487 1.59 11.0

Displaced in  
recession year

12 109,567 2.50 18.6

Displaced in year with 
unemployment rate:
  <5.0% 23 50,953 1.06  9.9
  5.0–5.9% 35 71,460 1.56 10.9
  6.0–6.9% 13 71,006 1.58 10.7
  7.0–7.9% 21 89,792 2.07 14.4
  ≥ 8.0% 8 121,982 2.82 19.8

Source: Authors’ calculations using equation 2 and estimates from equation 1.
a. PDVs are calculated over 20 years of job displacement at an annual discount rate of 5 percent. Mass-

layoff events are defined as in section I. See text for further description. Dollar figures are in dollars of 2000.
b. When a year contains both expansion and recession months or monthly unemployment rates that 

fall in different ranges, that year’s values are allocated proportionally to the number of months in each 
cyclical state or range.

c. Counterfactual earnings are what the displaced worker would have earned over the same 20 years 
had he not been displaced.
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labor market, the more they tend to move to firms that, on average, pay more and 
are larger.15 Our main analysis measures deviation from these average experience 
profiles due to unemployment conditions at college graduation.

Canada experienced two major recessions in the early 1980s and 1990s, which 
increased young workers’ unemployment rates for certain years by more than 7 per-
centage points. We used this variation for our national specification. The evolution 
of the unemployment rate at the provincial level displayed a high degree of regional 
heterogeneity. During this period, an increase of unemployment rates of 5 percent-
age points (or about two standard deviations) described a typical recession.16

III. The Persistent Effect of Initial Labor Market Conditions on Earnings

The evolution of annual earnings in our baseline sample displayed clear 
differences in initial level and ensuing growth of earnings by year of college gradu-
ation. This is shown in Figure 1A, which plots mean earnings by experience and 

15 The first years of the careers of young male Canadian college graduates are characterized by steep wage 
growth (also documented for the United States by Murphy and Welch 1990), frequent job changes (Topel and Ward 
1992), initially unstable labor force attachment (Gardecki and Neumark 1998, Ryan 2001), some interregional 
mobility (Wozniak 2006), and frequent industry changes (McCall 1990, Neal 1995, Parent 2000). Figure A1 (panel 
C) and Table A5 in Oreopoulos, von Wachter, and Heisz (2008) suggest that average firm size tends to grow with 
labor market experience for college graduates in the United States, too.

16 If we regress regional unemployment rates on year and region fixed effects, the R2 is 0.9, which is a common 
finding in the United States and other countries. The remaining variation in regional unemployment rates allows 
us to obtain precise estimates of the effect of province recession shocks and to include further interaction terms, 
such as region-specific year effects. We should stress that our results are robust when excluding large Canadian 
provinces, such as Ontario or Quebec.
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Figure 1A. Mature and Entry Level Earnings and Experience Profiles  
by Graduation Year

Notes: The figure plots average log annual earnings profiles by year of degree completion for 
our baseline sample (all males in our administrative data that began a full-time undergraduate 
program at a post-secondary school institution in Canada between the ages of 17 and 20 from 
1976–1995). See text and Data Appendix for more details. Oreopoulos, von Wachter, and Heisz 2012
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Figure 2: The Effect of Extended Potential UI Durations on Benefit and Nonempoy-
ment Durations
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Notes: The top figure shows average durations of receiving UI benefits by age at the start of
unemployment insurance receipt. The bottom figure shows average nonemployment durations for
these workers, where nonemployment duration is measured as the time until return to a job and
is capped at 36 months. Each dot corresponds to an average over 60 days. The continuous lines
represent quadratic polynomials fitted separately within the respective age range. The vertical lines
mark age cutoffs for increases in potential UI durations at age 42 (12 to 18 months), 44 (18 to 22
months).
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Figure 2: The Effect of Extended Potential UI Durations on Benefit and Nonempoy-
ment Durations
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unemployment insurance receipt. The bottom figure shows average nonemployment durations for
these workers, where nonemployment duration is measured as the time until return to a job and
is capped at 36 months. Each dot corresponds to an average over 60 days. The continuous lines
represent quadratic polynomials fitted separately within the respective age range. The vertical lines
mark age cutoffs for increases in potential UI durations at age 42 (12 to 18 months), 44 (18 to 22
months).
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Schmeider, vW, Bender ’14: Impact of German Extended UI 
on Reemployment Wages

Figure 3: The Effect of Extended Potential UI Durations on Post Unemployment
Wages
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Notes: The top figure shows average post unemployment log wages by age at the start of un-
employment insurance receipt. The bottom figure shows average difference in the pre and post
unemployment log wage for these workers. Each dot corresponds to an average over 60 days. The
continuous lines represent quadratic polynomials fitted separately within the respective age range.
The vertical lines mark age cutoffs for increases in potential UI durations at age 42 (12 to 18 months),
44 (18 to 22 months).
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Schmeider, vW, Bender ‘14: Impact of Extended UI on 
Reemployment Wage: Contrasting Post vs. Pre Extension

Figure 3: The Effect of Extended Potential UI Durations on Post Unemployment
Wages
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Notes: The top figure shows average post unemployment log wages by age at the start of un-
employment insurance receipt. The bottom figure shows average difference in the pre and post
unemployment log wage for these workers. Each dot corresponds to an average over 60 days. The
continuous lines represent quadratic polynomials fitted separately within the respective age range.
The vertical lines mark age cutoffs for increases in potential UI durations at age 42 (12 to 18 months),
44 (18 to 22 months).
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Schmeider, vW, Bender ’14: Impact of Extensions on 
Unemployment Exit Hazard

Figure 5: Effect of Increasing Potential Unemployment Insurance (UI) Durations from
12 to 18 Months on the Hazard and Survival Functions - Regression Discontinuity
Estimate at Age 42 Discontinuity
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Notes: The difference between the hazard functions is estimated pointwise at each point of support
using regression discontinuity estimation. Vertical bars indicate that the hazard rates are statistically
significant from each other at the five percent level. The sample are unemployed worker claiming
UI between July 1987 and March 1999 who had worked for at least 36 months in the last 7 years
without intermittent UI spell. For details see text.
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Schmeider, vW, Bender ’14: Impact of Extensions on 
Reemployment Wages

Figure 6: The Effects of Extended Potential UI Durations on Reemployment Wages
throughout the Spell of Non-employment
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(b) Post-unemployment log wage

Notes: The difference between the reemployment wage paths is estimated pointwise at each point
of support using regression discontinuity estimation. Vertical bars indicate that the differences in
the reemployment wages are statistically significant from each other at the five percent level. The
sample are unemployed worker claiming UI between July 1987 and March 1999 who had worked for
at least 36 months in the last 7 years without intermittent UI spell. For details see text.
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Schmeider, vW, Bender ’14: 
Reduced Form: UI Durations and Employment Outcomes

Table 1: The Effect of Potential UI Durations on Non-employment Duration and the Post Unem-
ployment Wage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
UI Benefit Non-Emp Ever emp. Log Post Log Wage Log Wage
Duration Duration again Wage Difference Controlling

for Observables

Increase in Potential UI Dur. from 12 to 18 Months

RD Estimate (Age � cutoff) 1.77 0.95 -0.0094 -0.0078 -0.0070 -0.0072
[0.048]** [0.19]** [0.0033]** [0.0036]* [0.0034]* [0.0032]*

Marginal Effect dy
dP 0.29 0.16 -0.0016 -0.0013 -0.0012 -0.0012

[0.0080]** [0.032]** [0.00046]** [0.00060]* [0.00058]* [0.00057]*
Effect relative to mean 0.23 0.065 -0.011 -0.0019 0.050 -0.0018
Observations 510955 437899 510955 437182 420311 422635
Mean of Dep. Var. 7.57 14.7 0.86 4.01 -0.14 4.01

Pooling both Thresholds (12 to 18 Months and 18 to 22 Months)

RD Estimate (Age � cutoff) 1.44 0.72 -0.0082 -0.0051 -0.0055 -0.0045
[0.041]** [0.14]** [0.0021]** [0.0024]* [0.0025]* [0.0021]*

Marginal Effect dy
dP 0.29 0.14 -0.0016 -0.0010 -0.0011 -0.0009

[0.0081]** [0.029]** [0.00042]** [0.00048]* [0.00050]* [0.00049]*
Effect relative to mean 0.17 0.048 -0.0097 -0.0013 0.038 -0.0012
Observations 947068 799105 947068 797752 767161 771197
Mean of Dep. Var. 8.33 15.8 0.84 4.00 -0.15 4.00

Notes: * P<.05, ** P<.01. Robust standard errors based on the method of Calonico et al. (2014).
The sample are individuals who started receiving unemployment insurance between 1987 and 1999 within 2 years
from the age thresholds. Each coefficient is from a separate regression discontinuity model with the dependent
variable given in the column heading. The first panel shows the increase at the discontinuity at the age 42
threshold (where potential UI durations increase from 12 to 18 months). The second panel shows pooled estimates
using the age 42 threshold as well as the increase at the age 44 threshold (where potential UI durations increase
from 18 to 22 months). The models control for linear splines in age with different slopes on each side of the cutoff.
The number of observations vary across specifications due to missing observations for right hand side variables: UI
benefit durations (column 1) are defined for everyone in our sample (UI recipients) by definition, non-employment
duration is the duration until reemployment, which is missing if individuals are never employed again within 9
years after UI entry, reemployment is defined for everyone, post wage and wage difference are slightly smaller than
column 2 due to missing wage observations.
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Schmeider, vW, Bender ’14: 
Modest Selection on Length of Completed UI Spell

Figure 4: The Effects of Extended Potential UI Durations on Selection throughout
the Spell of Non-employment
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(a) Pre-unemployment log wage by time of non-emp exit
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Notes: The difference between the lines is estimated pointwise at each point of support using regres-
sion discontinuity estimation. Vertical bars indicate that the differences are statistically significant
from each other at the five percent level. The sample are unemployed worker claiming UI between
July 1987 and March 1999 who had worked for at least 36 months in the last 7 years without
intermittent UI spell. For details see text.
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Schmeider, vW, Bender ’14: 
Wage Effects Controlling for Unemployment Duration

Table 2: The Effect of Potential UI Durations on Other Match Quality
Outcomes (First Age cutoff)

Panel A: Other Wage Variables
Log Wage Log wage Log wage Log wage
Growth 1 year after 3 years after 5 years after
5 Years reemployment reemployment reemployment

Marginal Effect dy
dP 0.00026 -0.0014 -0.00093 -0.00089

[0.00085] [0.00069]* [0.00077] [0.00091]
Observations 311568 382089 345073 311833
Mean of Dep. Var. -0.084 3.95 3.95 3.97

Panel B: Other Job Quality Measures
Duration of Post unemp job Post unemp job Post unemp job
post unemp is full time is different is different
job in years industry occupation

Marginal Effect dy
dP -0.0081 -0.0011 0.0012 0.0018

[0.0067] [0.00045]* [0.00057]* [0.00071]**
Observations 437899 437182 425131 437899
Mean of Dep. Var. 4.10 0.89 0.69 0.61

Notes: * P<.05, ** P<.01. Robust standard errors based on the method of Calonico et
al. (forthcoming). The sample are individuals who started receiving unemployment insurance
between 1987 and 1999 within 2 years from the age 42 thresholds. Each coefficient is from
a separate regression discontinuity model with the dependent variable given in the column
heading.

Table 3: The Effect of Potential UI Durations on Reemployment Wages Conditional on Nonem-
ployment Duration

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
log(w) log(w) P (log(w) > 3.5) P (log(w) > 3.75) P (log(w) > 4)

Increase in Potential UI Dur. from 12 to 18 Months

Marginal Effect dy
dP 0.000093 -0.000042 0.00027 -0.00021 -0.00030

[0.00075] [0.00068] [0.00049] [0.00062] [0.00073]
Observations 437182 437182 437182 437182 437182
Mean of Dep. Var. 4.01 4.01 0.88 0.75 0.56

Pooling both Thresholds (12 to 18 Months and 18 to 22 Months)

Marginal Effect dy
dP 0.00021 0.00015 0.00024 0.00029 -0.00022

[0.00067] [0.00059] [0.00042] [0.00061] [0.00069]
Observations 797752 797752 797752 797752 797752
Mean of Dep. Var. 4.02 4.02 0.86 0.76 0.56

Controlling for Nonemp. Duration:
Cubic polynomial: Yes No No No No
Full set of dummies: No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: * P<.05, ** P<.01. Robust standard errors based on the method of Calonico et al. (forthcoming).
Coefficients from RD regressions. Local linear regressions (different slopes) on each side of cutoff. We report the
estimated marginal effect of a one month increase in potential UI durations controlling for actual UI duration.
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Schmeider, vW, Bender ’14: 
Causal Effects Estimates of UI Extensions on Wages

Table 4: The Effect of Time Out of Work on Log Reemployment Wages, OLS and
IV Estimates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
OLS OLS OLS 2SLS 2SLS

Nonemp Dur Nonemp Dur Reemp Wage
Main Sample  18 months  18 months Main Sample No Experience

No Exp. Restr. Restrictions

Increase in Potential UI Dur. from 12 to 18 Months
Nonemp. Duration -0.0067 -0.017 -0.020 -0.0078 -0.013

[0.000053]** [0.00018]** [0.000092]** [0.0033]* [0.0026]**
Observations 437182 332063 1392502 437182 1717597
Mean of Dep. Var. 4.01 4.08 3.96 4.01 3.91

Pooling both Thresholds (12 to 18 Months and 18 to 22 Months)

Nonemp. Duration -0.0069 -0.016 -0.020 -0.0064 -0.015
[0.000039]** [0.00013]** [0.000064]** [0.0031]* [0.0025]**

Observations 797752 599408 2680474 797752 3321622
Mean of Dep. Var. 4.02 4.09 3.96 4.02 3.91

Notes: * P<.05, ** P<.01 Standard errors clustered on day level. Columns 1-3 show the slope coefficient
of a regression of log reemployment wages on nonemployment durations. Column 1 for the main RD sample
of individuals eligible to the maximum potential UI durations from Table 1, Column 2 for the same sample
but with the restriction that nonemployment duration is less than 18 months, and Column 3 for the full
sample without experience restrictions. Columns 4 and 5 show the two-stage least squares estimator of the
effect of nonemployment duration on wages using UI extensions as instrument variable. Column 4 shows
the main RD sample, while Column 5 the full sample without experience restrictions.

Table 5: Slope of Mean Wage Offers as Function of dV u/dt
dV u/dP and the

effect of UI extensions conditional on duration of nonemployment
dE[w|t]/dP

dV u/dt
dV u/dP

� = E[dE[w|t]/dP ] in percent -1 -3 -5 -7 -8

0 -0.008 -0.008 -0.008 -0.008 -0.008

0.095 -0.014 -0.012 -0.010 -0.008 -0.007

0.1 -0.014 -0.012 -0.010 -0.008 -0.007

0.2 -0.020 -0.016 -0.012 -0.008 -0.006

0.4 -0.032 -0.024 -0.016 -0.008 -0.004

0.6 -0.045 -0.033 -0.021 -0.009 -0.003

0.8 -0.057 -0.041 -0.025 -0.009 -0.001

1.0 -0.069 -0.049 -0.029 -0.009 0.001

Notes: The table shows the implied slope of the mean wage offer distribu-

tion if the effect of potential UI durations on reemployment wages condi-

tional on nonemployment durations is not equal to zero dE[w|t]/dP . Rows

show the implied slope for different values of dE[w|t]/dP and columns for

different values of

dV u/dt
dV u/dP

. The preferred point Estimate for dE[w|t]/dP is

0.015% (from Table 3, column (2), bottom panel).

The upper bound of the 95% confidence interval for dE[w|t]/dP is 0.095%.
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“Labor Supply Shocks, Native Wages, and the 
Adjustment of Local Employment”

Dustmann, Schönberg, and Stuhler
Quarterly Journal of Economics 2017



The Quasi-Experiment

Our analysis takes advantage of a commuting 
policy (Grenzgängerregelung), triggered by the fall 
of the Iron Curtain… that allowed workers from the 
neighboring Czech Republic to seek employment in 
German districts along the German-Czech border… 
These workers were not granted residence, forcing 
them to commute on a daily basis between their 
home country and their workplace in Germany. The 
policy was otherwise nonrestrictive. 

Dustmann, Schönberg, and Stuhler 2017



Geography of the Czech Immigration Supply Shock

52	

Figure	I:	Border	Region

Note: Themapshowsdistrictseligibleunder the commutingpolicy (dark blueand red),matched
inland control districts (medium blue), and other districts in West (light grey) and former East
(darker	grey)	Germany.	Eligible	districts	close	to	the	inner	German	border	(dark	red)	are	dropped	
in	the	analysis.	The	map	also	shows	crossings	along	and	cities	near	the	Czech-German	border.
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Czech Employment Shares Along the German-Czech 
Border (vs. Inland Districts)
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Distance to Nearest Border Crossing – A Major 
Determinant of the Flow of Czech Commuters

D
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Note: The figure plots, for each municipality within the border region, the increase in the
number of Czech workers as a share of employment in 1990 against the airlinedistance ofthe
centroidofthemunicipalityto the closestborder crossing.The size of each circle isproportional
to	employment	in	1990.	Fitted	values	are	from	a	regression	on	distance	and	distance	squared.
Data	Source:	German	Social	Security	Records,	border	region,	1990	and	1992.

Figure	III:	Spatial	Distribution	of	Czech	Commuters	in	Border	Region
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First Stage

Dustmann, Schönberg, and Stuhler 2017

LABOR SUPPLY SHOCKS, NATIVE WAGES, LOCAL EMPLOYMENT455

TABLE III
FIRST STAGE: THE INFLOW OF CZECH COMMUTERS AND DISTANCE TO BORDER

Including matched
Border region only control districts

Distance (×100) −0.338 −0.338
(0.095) (0.092)

Distance (×100) squared 0.268 0.268
(0.113) (0.110)

Constant (border region) 0.115 0.114
(0.017) (0.016)

Constant (inland) 0.0011
(0.0003)

No. municipalities 291 1,550
R2 0.387 0.544
F 42.58 52.70

Note. The table reports the coefficients from the first stage regression of the inflow of Czech workers into the
municipality, measured as the increase in the number of Czech workers between 1990 and 1992 as a share of
local employment in 1990, on airline distance and distance squared to the next border crossing. Regressions
are estimated at the municipality level, weighted by local employment in 1990. In the first column, the
sample is restricted to the border region. The second column additionally includes matched control districts,
and distance and distance squared is interacted with an indicator variable equal to 1 if the municipality is
part of the border region. Standard errors are clustered on the district level.

Data Source: German Social Security Records, border region and matched control districts, 1990 and 1992.

therefore also estimate equations (7) and (8) only for municipal-
ities within the affected border region, using distance from the
border region as an instrument. In our baseline specification, we
combine the two approaches by pooling municipalities in the bor-
der region with unexposed control districts, thus exploiting varia-
tion in the employment share of Czechs within the border region in
addition to using areas further inland as control units. To test the
robustness of our findings we also report separate estimates based
on the other two approaches, showing that all three approaches
produce similar results (see Table V).

2. Assumptions. For distance to border to be a valid in-
strument, the following assumptions need to hold. First, and
most important, in the absence of a Czech inflow, the evolution
of subgroup-specific local wages and employment must be un-
correlated with distance from the border. We provide support
for this assumption in Online Appendix D.I and Table O.I, by
analyzing whether prior to the introduction of the commuting
policies, municipalities in the border region closer to the border ex-
perienced differential trends in subgroup-specific outcomes from
municipalities further away from the border. Reassuringly, the



Cumulative Aggregated Wage Effects: 2SLS Estimates

Dustmann, Schönberg, and Stuhler 2017
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Panel a: Wage effects Panel b: Employment effects

FIGURE IV

Aggregate Wage and Employment Effects

The figures are based on equations (7) and (8), where we regress at the municipality level the change in native log-wages or the
percentage change in employment between two consecutive years on the inflow of Czech workers between 1990 and 1992 (except for the
entry in year 1991 when we use the inflow of Czech workers between 1990 and 1991), instrumented by the municipality’s distance to the
border (and its square). We then plot the cumulative effects, starting in 1990, by adding up estimated coefficients backward and forward.
While the first stage regression is weighted by native employment in the municipality in 1990, the second stage regressions are weighted
by native employment in the respective base year. The 95% confidence intervals are computed using the wild bootstrap method, using
500 replications, allowing for clustering on the district level. Data Source: German Social Security Records, border region and matched
control districts, 1986 to 1996.



Cumulative Aggregate Employment Effects: 2SLS Estimates

Dustmann, Schönberg, and Stuhler 2017
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Panel a: Wage effects Panel b: Employment effects

FIGURE IV

Aggregate Wage and Employment Effects

The figures are based on equations (7) and (8), where we regress at the municipality level the change in native log-wages or the
percentage change in employment between two consecutive years on the inflow of Czech workers between 1990 and 1992 (except for the
entry in year 1991 when we use the inflow of Czech workers between 1990 and 1991), instrumented by the municipality’s distance to the
border (and its square). We then plot the cumulative effects, starting in 1990, by adding up estimated coefficients backward and forward.
While the first stage regression is weighted by native employment in the municipality in 1990, the second stage regressions are weighted
by native employment in the respective base year. The 95% confidence intervals are computed using the wild bootstrap method, using
500 replications, allowing for clustering on the district level. Data Source: German Social Security Records, border region and matched
control districts, 1986 to 1996.



Baseline Wage and Employment Impact Estimates

Dustmann, Schönberg, and Stuhler 2017
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TABLE IV
WAGE AND EMPLOYMENT BASELINE ESTIMATES BY SKILL, 1990–1993

Wages Employment

Panel A: All
(i) 2SLS −0.134 −0.926

(0.047) (0.251)
(ii) OLS −0.058 −0.263

(0.038) (0.184)
Panel B: Unskilled

(i) 2SLS −0.202 −1.371
(0.048) (0.395)

(ii) OLS −0.094 −0.789
(0.041) (0.215)

Panel C: Skilled
(i) 2SLS −0.106 −0.501

(0.051) (0.214)
(ii) OLS −0.054 0.049

(0.025) (0.196)
No. municipalities 1,550 1,550

Note. The table reports 2SLS (rows (i)) and OLS (rows (ii)) estimates for the impact of the inflow of Czech
commuters into the municipality, measured as the increase in the number of Czech workers between 1990 and
1992 as of employment in 1990, on native local wage and employment growth in the aggregate (Panel a) and
for unskilled and skilled natives (Panels b and c). In rows (i), the inflow of Czech workers is instrumented with
a quadratic in the municipality’s airline distance to the nearest border crossing. Regressions are estimated
at the yearly level, across up to N = 1,550 municipalities, and coefficients are added up to obtain cumulative
effects. To make sure that the wage effects are not underestimated because of worker selection, the yearly wage
growth regressions are restricted to workers who remain employed in the district between two consecutive
years. While the first stage regression is weighted by total native employment in the municipality in 1990,
the second stage regression is weighted by group-specific native employment in the respective base year.
Standard errors are bootstrapped, using 500 replications, allowing for clustering on the district level.

Data Source: German Social Security Records, border region and matched control districts, 1990 to 1993.

inflow of Czech workers relative to employment in the baseline
has led to about a 0.13% decrease in native wages, a 0.93% de-
crease in native local employment, and a 0.07 (1–0.93) percent
increase in total (including Czech) local employment. Putting the
wage response into perspective, the real wage growth over the
period considered of workers employed in the two consecutive pe-
riods was about 3% per year, meaning that the negative wage
effects do not necessarily imply a decline in natives’ real wages.

Interpreted within the simple model laid out in Section II,
these negative overall wage and employment effects suggest that
at least in the short run, the local supply of capital is not fully
elastic.31 The large employment response, coupled with a smaller

31. We report evidence on firm entry in the tradable and nontradable sectors
in Online Appendix D.VI and Table O.IV.



2SLS Wage and Employment Impacts by 1-Digit Occupation
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FIGURE V

Wage and Employment Effects by Occupation Groups

The figure plots 2SLS estimates for the impact of the inflow of Czechs into the municipality on local native wage and employment
growth in 9 one-digit occupations against the exposure to Czechs in these occupations, measured as the occupation-specific share of
Czech workers relative to the mean share. Results refer to our baseline specification as in Table IV, rows (i). Data Source: German Social
Security Records, border region and matched inland control districts, 1990 to 1993.
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FIGURE V

Wage and Employment Effects by Occupation Groups

The figure plots 2SLS estimates for the impact of the inflow of Czechs into the municipality on local native wage and employment
growth in 9 one-digit occupations against the exposure to Czechs in these occupations, measured as the occupation-specific share of
Czech workers relative to the mean share. Results refer to our baseline specification as in Table IV, rows (i). Data Source: German Social
Security Records, border region and matched inland control districts, 1990 to 1993.
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Most of the Employment Effect Occurs Through a 
Reduction in Native Inflows
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FIGURE VII

Yearly Native Inflow and Outflow Effects

The figures plot coefficient estimates from the 2SLS regressions of yearly native inflow rate (i.e., natives employed in area in year
t but not in t-1, divided by native employment in t-1) or outflow (employed in year t-1 but not t) rate of natives on the inflow of Czech
workers in the municipality between 1990 and 1992. While the first stage regression is weighted by total native employment in the
municipality in 1990, the second stage regression is weighted by native employment in the respective base year. The 95% confidence
interval is based on bootstrapped standard errors which use 500 replications and allow for clustering on the municipality level. The
coefficient estimate for outflows in 1989 and inflows in 1988 represent outliers (see details in the text) and are plotted, but not connected.
Data Source: German Social Security Records, border region and matched inland control districts, 1986 to 1996.

Dustmann, Schönberg, and Stuhler 2017
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TABLE VII
MARGINS OF ADJUSTMENT: INFLOWS VS OUTFLOWS AND GEOGRAPHICAL VS NONEMPLOYMENT MOVEMENTS

Inflows vs outflows Geographical vs nonemployment movements

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Employment

Employment across Areas,
Total across incl. through

employment Inflows Outflows Nonemployment Areas Nonemployment Population

Panel A: All
Share of baseline employment 0.18 0.16 0.11 0.06 0.08

−0.989 −0.878 0.111 −0.821 −0.168 −0.287 −0.299
(0.318) (0.258) (0.152) (0.229) (0.169) (0.182) (0.059)

Panel B: By skill
Unskilled

Share of baseline employment 0.15 0.17 0.12 0.04 0.05
−1.256 −1.385 −0.129 −1.289 0.033 −0.103
(0.534) (0.391) (0.210) (0.422) (0.201) (0.242)

Skilled
Share of baseline employment 0.19 0.16 0.11 0.06 0.08

−0.875 −0.761 0.115 −0.658 −0.218 −0.326
(0.290) (0.250) (0.144) (0.217) (0.169) (0.178)

Panel C: By age
Below 30

Share of baseline employment 0.17 0.09 0.12
−0.555 −0.594 −0.039 −0.560 −0.147 −0.254
(0.416) (0.369) (0.163) (0.328) (0.174) (0.208)



• Tensions	between	Mexicans	and	illegally	re-entered	
Mexicans	— dubbed repatriados— continues	to	
build.

• “I	hate	these	Mexicans,	always	coming	back	here	to	
Mexico	from	America	and	taking	American	jobs	
from	the	Mexicans	who	stayed	in	Mexico,”	…

• “Why	don't	they	go	back	to	where	they	went	to?”



What Exactly is a Local Labor Market?
Manning and Petrongolo 2016

M&P ’16: Three observations

1. Labor markets are local – attractiveness of jobs to 
applicants sharply decays with distance

2. Labor markets overlap – Relevant labor market for 
differs for worker who lives in Porter vs. Kendall 
Square, although both live in same CZ.

3. Workers compete when searching – discouraged 
from searching in areas with strong job 
competition from other jobseekers 



What Exactly is a Local Labor Market?
Manning and Petrongolo 2016

M-P ‘16: Three observations
1. Labor markets are local
2. Labor markets overlap
3. Workers compete when searching

Implications
• Local stimulus or transport improvement will have 

modest effects on local outcomes 
• Ripple effects in job applications dilute their impact across 

a series of overlapping markets

• Local interventions will ‘work better’ in remote areas

• All of which raises the question of why local labor market 
analyzes (e.g, China Shock style) work at all…



“Do Labor Market Policies have 
Displacement Effects? Evidence from a 

Clustered Randomized Experiment”
Crépon, Duflo, Gurgand, Rathelot, Zamora
AER, 2013



Equilibrium Employment and Tightness 
in the Crépon et al. Model

Frictions in the labor market can be interpreted as a marginal
cost of hiring cðrþsÞ

qð!Þ . This labor demand equation leads to a decreas-
ing relationship between the employment rate and y: ! ¼ !dðnÞ.
The two equations (3) and (4) together lead to the equilibrium
values of y and n.

A

B

FIGURE I

The Impact of the Policy
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Impacts of Intervention in Slack v. Taught Labor Market

Frictions in the labor market can be interpreted as a marginal
cost of hiring cðrþsÞ

qð!Þ . This labor demand equation leads to a decreas-
ing relationship between the employment rate and y: ! ¼ !dðnÞ.
The two equations (3) and (4) together lead to the equilibrium
values of y and n.
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Evidence on Worker Take-Up of Job Search Assistance

by job seekers (according to their self-reports from the endline
interview). Overall, assigned workers had more meetings with a
job search advisor (over the eight months after assignment) and
received more help preparing their résumés and assessing their
skills. Participants were not significantly more likely to have
been put in touch with a specific employer, nor did they receive

TABLE III

TAKE-UP AND INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent variable
All

workers
Not

employed Employed

Panel A: Program participation

Program participation 0.350*** 0.434*** 0.246***
(0.008) (0.009) (0.008)

Panel B: Change in search productivity

Number of meeting with a counselor 0.551*** 0.601*** 0.454***
(0.059) (0.083) (0.064)

Control mean 2.497 3.444 1.361

Received help with CV, coaching
for interviews, etc.

0.100*** 0.113*** 0.081***
(0.007) (0.009) (0.009)

Control mean 0.213 0.285 0.126

Help with matching (identify job offers,
help with transports)

0.009 0.008 0.010
(0.006) (0.008) (0.006)

Control mean 0.153 0.199 0.099

Panel C: Employment outcomes

Long-term fixed contract 0.007 0.017*** –0.003
(0.005) (0.006) (0.008)

Control mean 0.2 0.16 0.247

Long-term employment 0.002 0.015 –0.012
(0.007) (0.010) (0.009)

Control mean 0.468 0.365 0.593

Observations 21,431 11,806 9,625

Notes. The table reports ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions of several variables on program
assignment, controlling for gender, education, past duration of unemployment and its square, cohort
dummies, and 47 dummies for local area quintuplets (see equation (5)). All individuals assigned to treat-
ment and control are pooled, irrespective of their type of area. In Panel C, the dependent variables are
employment outcomes when surveyed eight months after the random assignment: long-term fixed con-
tracts are fixed-term contracts with a length of at least six months; long-term employment is either a
long-term fixed contract or an indefinite-term contract. Column (2) restricts the sample to job seekers who
did not report that they were employed at the time of randomization; column (3) restricts the sample to
those who did. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroskedasticity and clustered at the local
area level. ***indicate a 1% significance.

Source. Job seekers’ register (ANPE) and follow-up survey (DARES).
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Crépon et al: Impacts of Counseling on Hiring in >6 Months 
Contract: Treatment v. Control
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FIGURE II

Average Employment Rate, per Group

These figures plot the (unadjusted) average fraction of workers who were
employed in a long-term fixed contract eight months after program assignment
in the different groups for several categories of treatment and control groups.
In Panels B and C, only data on the unassigned worker are used. In Panel B,
the low (high) kappa (k) is for the occupations where the fraction of eligible
workers among job seekers in this occupation is in the bottom (top) quartile (see
text for details). In Panel C, ‘‘weak labor markets’’ are later cohorts, in regions
with unemployment rate above average for the period.
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Some Evidence of Crowd-Out Among Control Group Males 
(Workers Not Employed at Start of Treatment Period)TABLE IV

REDUCED FORM: IMPACT OF PROGRAM ASSIGNMENT AND ASSIGNMENT PROBABILITY

Labor market outcome: Long term fixed contract Labor market outcome: Long term employment

Not employed Not employed

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
All workers All Men Women All workers All Men Women

Assigned to treatment
in 25% areas

0.016 0.021 0.037 0.015 0.006 0.024 0.068** 0.002
(0.012) (0.014) (0.027) (0.016) (0.016) (0.021) (0.032) (0.027)

Assigned to treatment
in 50% areas

0.009 0.013 0.021 0.008 –0.011 –0.005 –0.016 0.001
(0.012) (0.013) (0.021) (0.020) (0.016) (0.022) (0.038) (0.028)

Assigned to treatment
in 75% areas

–0.015 0.007 0.061** –0.016 0.025 0.039 0.059 0.026
(0.016) (0.019) (0.030) (0.021) (0.020) (0.028) (0.046) (0.035)

Assigned to treatment
in 100% areas

0.010 0.025** 0.021 0.028** 0.001 0.020 0.000 0.034*
(0.009) (0.010) (0.014) (0.014) (0.011) (0.014) (0.023) (0.018)

25% areas –0.002 –0.015 –0.041** –0.001 –0.003 –0.012 –0.063*** 0.015
(0.010) (0.011) (0.019) (0.013) (0.012) (0.015) (0.024) (0.020)

50% areas –0.002 –0.014 –0.026 –0.005 –0.011 –0.026 –0.017 –0.032
(0.010) (0.013) (0.018) (0.017) (0.013) (0.018) (0.027) (0.023)

75% areas 0.016 –0.006 –0.055** 0.014 –0.026 –0.039 –0.06 –0.027
(0.016) (0.020) (0.027) (0.024) (0.019) (0.025) (0.041) (0.032)
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Crépon et al: Impacts on Hiring in Treatment 
and Control Group: Males
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Continued
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Crépon et al: Impacts on Hiring in Control Group, 
High vs. Low Occupational Penetration
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FIGURE II

Average Employment Rate, per Group

These figures plot the (unadjusted) average fraction of workers who were
employed in a long-term fixed contract eight months after program assignment
in the different groups for several categories of treatment and control groups.
In Panels B and C, only data on the unassigned worker are used. In Panel B,
the low (high) kappa (k) is for the occupations where the fraction of eligible
workers among job seekers in this occupation is in the bottom (top) quartile (see
text for details). In Panel C, ‘‘weak labor markets’’ are later cohorts, in regions
with unemployment rate above average for the period.
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Low (high) kappa is for occupations where the fraction of eligible workers 
among job seekers in this occupation is in the bottom (top) quartile



Crépon et al: Impacts on Hiring in Control Group: 
Males in Weak vs. Normal Local Labor Markets
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‘‘Weak labor markets’’ are later cohorts in regions with unemployment 
rate above average for the period



Crépon et al: Impacts on Hiring in Control Group: 
Males in High vs. Low Penetration Occupations
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“Market Externalities of Large 
Unemployment Insurance Extension 

Programs”
Lalive, Landais, Zweimüller
AER, 2015



Regional Distribution of REBP

Appendix - Not for publication

Figure 8: Regional distribution of REBP

90 0 9045 Kilometers

With Extended Benefits = Shaded

Without Extended Benefits = White

Notes: the figure shows the distribution of REBP across the 2361 communities (counties) in Austria. The treated
regions (REBP regions) are all counties with blue shading and include parts of the provinces of Burgenland,
Carinthia (Kärnten), Lower Austria (Niederösterreich), Upper Austria (Oberösterreich), and Styria (Steiermark).
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Unemployment Durations: Eligibles in Treated vs. Non-
Treated Counties

Figure 3: Difference in unemployment durations between REBP and non-REBP

counties by year of entry into unemployment, for eligible and non-eligible un-

employed:

A. Eligible unemployed
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Notes: The figure plots dt, the yearly di↵erence in unemployment duration between REBP and non-REBP
counties, obtained from regression specification 13, where controls include education, 15 industry codes, family
status, citizenship and tenure in previous job. Panel A plots the di↵erence for workers with more than 15 years
of work history in the past 25 years prior to becoming unemployed, who are therefore eligible for REBP. Panel B
plots the di↵erence for non-eligible workers (less than 15 years of work history). Non-REBP counties with high
labor market integration to REBP regions are excluded from the sample. See text for details.
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Unemployment Durations: Ineligibles in Treated vs. Non-
Treated Counties

Figure 3: Difference in unemployment durations between REBP and non-REBP

counties by year of entry into unemployment:

A. Eligible unemployed
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B. All non-eligible unemployed
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C. Non-eligible unemployed above 50
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Notes: The figure plots dt, the yearly average di↵erence in unemployment duration (in weeks) between REBP and non-REBP counties,
obtained from regression specification 2, where controls include education, 15 industry codes, family status, citizenship and tenure in previous
job. The reference year is 1981. Standard errors cluster at the region ⇥ year level. Sample includes all unemployed individuals between 46
and 54 in REBP and non-REBP counties. Non-REBP counties with high labor market integration to REBP regions are excluded from the
sample. Panel A plots the di↵erence for workers above 50 with more than 15 years of work history in the past 25 years prior to becoming
unemployed, who are therefore eligible for REBP. Panel B plots the di↵erence for all non-eligible workers (less than 50 and/or less than 15
years of work history). Panel C plots the di↵erence for non-eligible workers based on work history only (above 50 but less than continuous 15
years of work history). See text for details.
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Unemployment Durations: Ineligibles in Treated vs. Non-
Treated Counties

Figure 3: Difference in unemployment durations between REBP and non-REBP

counties by year of entry into unemployment:
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B. All non-eligible unemployed
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C. Non-eligible unemployed above 50
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Notes: The figure plots dt, the yearly average di↵erence in unemployment duration (in weeks) between REBP and non-REBP counties,
obtained from regression specification 2, where controls include education, 15 industry codes, family status, citizenship and tenure in previous
job. The reference year is 1981. Standard errors cluster at the region ⇥ year level. Sample includes all unemployed individuals between 46
and 54 in REBP and non-REBP counties. Non-REBP counties with high labor market integration to REBP regions are excluded from the
sample. Panel A plots the di↵erence for workers above 50 with more than 15 years of work history in the past 25 years prior to becoming
unemployed, who are therefore eligible for REBP. Panel B plots the di↵erence for all non-eligible workers (less than 50 and/or less than 15
years of work history). Panel C plots the di↵erence for non-eligible workers based on work history only (above 50 but less than continuous 15
years of work history). See text for details.
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Relationship Between Experience and Unemployment 
Pre-REBP Treatment Years

Figure 4: Unemployment durations as a function of age in REBP and non-REBP

counties for non-eligible unemployed:

A. Before and after REBP
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B. During peak of REBP (1992-1995)
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Notes: the figure plots the relationship between age and unemployment durations for all non-eligible workers in REBP and non-REBP counties
when REBP was not in place (panel A), and during the peak of the REBP period (January 1992 to December 1995). We plot the average
duration of unemployment in bins of age at the start of unemployment where the bin size is two months of age. In REBP counties, to make
the distinction more visible between non-eligible workers due to age (below 50) and due to work experience only (age 50 to 54), we plot
them in di↵erent marker shapes. We fit the data with a third-order polynomial for REBP and non-REBP counties. Panel A shows that
during the non-REBP period, the relationship between age and unemployment duration is extremely similar for non-eligible workers in REBP
and non-REBP regions. Panel B shows that during the peak of the REBP period (January 1992 to December 1995) non-eligible workers
experienced shorter unemployment spells in REBP regions compared to non-REBP regions. And this di↵erence in unemployment duration is
sharply increasing with age.
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Relationship Between Experience and Unemployment 
During REBP Treatment

Figure 4: Unemployment durations as a function of age in REBP and non-REBP

counties for non-eligible unemployed:

A. Before and after REBP
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B. During peak of REBP (1992-1995)
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Notes: the figure plots the relationship between age and unemployment durations for all non-eligible workers in REBP and non-REBP counties
when REBP was not in place (panel A), and during the peak of the REBP period (January 1992 to December 1995). We plot the average
duration of unemployment in bins of age at the start of unemployment where the bin size is two months of age. In REBP counties, to make
the distinction more visible between non-eligible workers due to age (below 50) and due to work experience only (age 50 to 54), we plot
them in di↵erent marker shapes. We fit the data with a third-order polynomial for REBP and non-REBP counties. Panel A shows that
during the non-REBP period, the relationship between age and unemployment duration is extremely similar for non-eligible workers in REBP
and non-REBP regions. Panel B shows that during the peak of the REBP period (January 1992 to December 1995) non-eligible workers
experienced shorter unemployment spells in REBP regions compared to non-REBP regions. And this di↵erence in unemployment duration is
sharply increasing with age.
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Impacts on Durations on Eligible and IneligiblesTable 2: Baseline estimates of the treatment effect of REBP on eligible unem-

ployed and non-eligible unemployed

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Unemployment duration Non-empl. Spell Spell

duration >100 wks >26 wks

A. Treatment e↵ect on eligible unemployed

�
0

47.13⇤⇤⇤ 43.35⇤⇤⇤ 43.37⇤⇤⇤ 29.17⇤⇤⇤ 0.240⇤⇤⇤ 0.237⇤⇤⇤

(5.602) (5.129) (5.069) (5.444) (0.0293) (0.0240)
N 267966 262344 262344 232135 262344 262344

B. Externality - all non-eligible unemployed

�
0

-2.462⇤⇤⇤ -1.979⇤⇤⇤ -3.740⇤⇤⇤ -2.327⇤⇤⇤ -0.0130⇤⇤⇤ -0.0165⇤⇤

(0.818) (0.708) (0.758) (0.629) (0.00311) (0.00660)
N 267966 262344 262344 232135 262344 262344

C. Externality - non-eligible unemployed below 50

�
0

-2.004⇤⇤ -1.446⇤⇤ -3.321⇤⇤⇤ -2.030⇤⇤⇤ -0.0104⇤⇤⇤ -0.0166⇤⇤⇤

(0.829) (0.699) (0.616) (0.539) (0.00205) (0.00526)
N 254934 249894 249894 220754 249894 249894

D. Externality - non-eligible unemployed above 50

�
0

-6.638⇤⇤⇤ -6.124⇤⇤⇤ -8.862⇤⇤⇤ -6.913⇤⇤⇤ -0.0244⇤⇤⇤ -0.0494⇤⇤⇤

(2.156) (2.194) (2.226) (2.100) (0.00915) (0.0142)
N 125088 122277 122277 102677 122277 122277

Educ., industry,
citizenship, ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
marital status

Region-specific ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
trends

Notes: S.e. clustered at the year⇥region level in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, ⇤⇤⇤ p<0.010.
All duration outcomes are expressed in weeks. The table presents estimates of the model presented in equation
(3). �0 identifies the e↵ect of REBP on eligible unemployed, while �0 identifies spillovers of REBP on non-eligible
unemployed in REBP counties. In column (1), we estimate this model without any other controls. In column (2)
we add a vector of controls X which includes education, 15 industry codes, family status, citizenship and tenure
in previous job. In column (3) to (6) we add controls for preexisting trends by region. Panel A presents the e↵ect
of REBP on labor market outcomes of eligible workers. Panel B presents the e↵ect of REBP on labor market
outcomes of all non-eligible workers aged 46 to 54. In panel C, we focus on the e↵ect of REBP for non-eligible
workers age 46 to 50 who are non-eligible based on age. For this specification, we exclude from the estimation
sample non-eligible workers based on experience. Panel D shows the e↵ect of REBP for non-eligible workers age
50 or above who are non-eligible based on the experience requirement. For this specification, we exclude from the
estimation sample workers with age below 50.
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Impacts on UE Durations on Ineligibles 
by Treatment Intensity

Figure 5: Effects of REBP on non-eligible workers by treatment intensity
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Notes: the figure plots the yearly di↵erence in unemployment duration between REBP and non-REBP counties
for non-eligible workers (less than 15 years of work history) as in figure 3 panel B, but breaking down REBP
counties in higher and lower treatment intensity counties. To define treatment intensity, we compute the average
quarterly fraction of new hires coming from non-REBP counties for each REBP county when the REBP was not in
place as shown in figure 2 panel B. Counties that have on average a high fraction of hires coming from non-REBP
regions have labor markets that are more integrated to non-REBP regions and the e↵ect of REBP on aggregate
search e↵ort within these counties is likely to be smaller than in counties that hardly ever hire individuals from
non-REBP regions. We define high treatment intensity counties as counties were the fraction of new hires coming
from non-REBP counties is lower than 5%.
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Potential Spillovers Among Job Seekers
Figure 1: Externalities of UI extensions in an equilibrium search-and-matching

model:

A. Rigid wages & diminishing returns
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B. Flexible wages & close to linear technology
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Notes: Both panels describe the e↵ect on labor market equilibrium of a change in benefits for a subsample of the
workforce, when firms cannot discriminate vacancies between groups. In both panel, we start from equilibrium
E1, where all workers get the same UI benefits. A group of workers then receives a higher level of benefits, which
shifts their labor supply to the left. The new aggregate labor supply is a weighted average of labor supply of both
groups, depicted by the dashed red line. In case of rigid wages (panel A) as in the model of Michaillat [2012],
labor demand is not a↵ected, and, if returns to labor are decreasing, the new equilibrium E2 is characterized by
higher labor market tightness ✓⇤2 and positive search externalities on untreated workers. When wages adjust to
the change in benefits (panel B), firms reduce their vacancy openings, and if returns to labor are almost constant,
it can lead to a decline in ✓ and negative externalities on untreated workers.
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Impacts of REBP on Reemployment Wages

Figure 6: Reemployment wages conditional on duration of unemployment spell in

REBP and non-REBP counties
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Notes: the figure plots post-unemployment wages conditional on the duration of the unemployment spell in REBP
and non-REBP counties for workers aged 50 to 54 with more than 15 years of experience in the past 25 years prior
to becoming unemployed. Following the methodology of Schmieder et al. [2012a], by conditioning on the duration
of unemployment, we control for the fact that REBP eligible workers experienced longer unemployment spells
during the REBP period, which may impact reemployment wages if the distribution of wages depend on time
spent unemployed (because of skill depreciation or discrimination from employers for instance). The di↵erence
between REBP and non-REBP counties at each duration point in panel B (when REBP was in place) compared
to the same di↵erence in panel A (when REBP was not in place) gives us a di↵-in-di↵ estimate of the “reservation
wage” e↵ect. This evidence suggests that there was no significant reservation wage e↵ect of REBP.
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No Obvious Effect of REBP on Reemployment Wages –
Except through Duration

Figure 6: Reemployment wages conditional on duration of unemployment spell in

REBP and non-REBP counties
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Notes: the figure plots post-unemployment wages conditional on the duration of the unemployment spell in REBP
and non-REBP counties for workers aged 50 to 54 with more than 15 years of experience in the past 25 years prior
to becoming unemployed. Following the methodology of Schmieder et al. [2012a], by conditioning on the duration
of unemployment, we control for the fact that REBP eligible workers experienced longer unemployment spells
during the REBP period, which may impact reemployment wages if the distribution of wages depend on time
spent unemployed (because of skill depreciation or discrimination from employers for instance). The di↵erence
between REBP and non-REBP counties at each duration point in panel B (when REBP was in place) compared
to the same di↵erence in panel A (when REBP was not in place) gives us a di↵-in-di↵ estimate of the “reservation
wage” e↵ect. This evidence suggests that there was no significant reservation wage e↵ect of REBP.
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A team of scientists at 
Johns Hopkins University 
announced Monday that 
a five-year study 
examining the link 
between polyphenols and 
lower cholesterol rates 
has found jack shit… “We 
tried to find a link, but 
instead we found bubkes.”




